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_editorial
MAGNETIC SEPARATION OF BIOLOGICAL CELLS

While the bulk of the current issue of this journal is

devoted to a major review of the magnetic filtration of gas/

particle mixtures by two of the leading figures of the field

and reviews of this sort will continue to be a regular

feature in forthcoming issues the editorial board will,

at the same time, strive to bring to the reader original

research papers and communications of the highest calibre.

Of this month’s contribution, by Dr J G Treleaven et. al.,

there can be little doubt that a major new scientific

achievement is being reported in detail for the first time.

This work, on selective seeding relating to the removal of

tumour cells from bone marrow is, perhaps, the most recent

example of achievement in a relatively new but distinguished

field of application of magnetic separation the selective

magnetic capture of biological cells.

Since 1975, with the publication of Melville et. al., of

Southampton University, (Nature, 225 (!975) 55! !) of the

successful, separation of de-oxygenated blood cells from

whole blood by HGMS techniques, this particular area of

application has witnessed rapid and significant development.

That this is so was particularly evident at the 1982 Intermag

Conference in Montreal (IEEE Trans. on Magnetics, MAG-! 8,

n6 (1982) where an impressive group of papers was given by



C S Owen, Jefferson Medical College, Pa., (isolation of

methaemaglobin red blood cells),by M Tkayasu et al., Purdue

University, In., diamagnetic separation of oxygenated

non-diluted venous blood cells), by Graham and Selvin,

Coulter Biomedical Research Corporation, Ma., (selective

cell tagging and isolation by ionic binding of paramagnetic

rare-earth cations) and, once again, by the Southampton

group (isolation of white cells, platelets and sickle cells).

On January 13, 1984, news of the recent advances by

Dr Treleaven and an international team at the Imperial

Cancer Research Fund (ICRF) Laboratory, London, was

released on nationwide U.K. television and radio and

reviewed favourably in a fashion observed only on rare

occasion_ when significant scientific breakthroughs are

announced.

We would like to take this opportunity to add our own

congratulations to the ICRF team as well as to all of the

above-mentioned scientists who have done so much to make

magnetic cell separation the dynamic and stimulating field

of work it is today.


